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It's been a thousand years. One day, at a high school in Akure, a terrible and unprecedented incident occurs. A terrible
incident… for the whole of humanity… At first, we thought it was just bad luck… but no! We find out that it was nothing like that.

It was… … An outbreak of "The Black Death"! At least, that's what the people in Akure are calling it. The outbreak eventually
spreads across the whole of Japan and now the entire world. But… why are we still alive? Is there anyone who can even escape?

Why do we still have free will? And what is this place? This is the "The World's End Club". . TGS????????????? (??????)
11/21/2021?JST? New Game Launch Video The "Summer Movie" series returns with a new limited-time game! ? What is it?
A new game launch video in the "The Summer Movie" series. It's a new "Experience the Summer Movie" kind of game that
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has been in development for a long time. It's also a new kind of action adventure game in which the player decides their own
gameplay system. ? A new kind of action adventure game! Who says the player can't decide their own game system? The
player is able to completely change the way they play the game. ? New item "Ghost"! The previously announced item that
functions as a hotspot when the player has a high affinity for the item. Furthermore, this item can be used for many things.
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Gold Rush! Classic Features Key:
The game is set in a futuristic world, where wars have destroyed the Earth's environment. People

come together in the Post World to find food, water, and shelter.
You are the leader of a group of post-apocalyptic survivors, and your mission is to seek and provide

for your people in every way possible.
When you start out you are deeply injured and barely alive; the goal is to retrieve enough healing

items to make your health high enough to explore.
As you grow you develop new skills, like flying on Hoverboards, or blasting enemies with Cannons.

You will also build unique buildings, hovercrafts, and sell all of your items in-game.

How does this compare to the original Escape from LA?

The Escaper is a different take on the Escape from LA game. How? Well, it has a little less RNG and more
conversation with fellow escapers. Most notable of all, the Escaper game is more about character
development (and there is no one and one thing you're responsible for).

Does your game require a gamepad?

Due to the fact that the action takes place in a world where humans struggle to survive on this corrupt and
destroyed world, there really isn't a need for a gamepad

Will this game be released under the same license with the original
Escape from LA?

Maybe!

Will this game require an Internet connection to play?

No.
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Where can I download the app?

You can download the app here.

How will I receive updates?

For the most part, the game will be updated via Play Buttons like any other Play Store app. However, if
things get long in the tooth and if major game updates occur, the game may also be added to other
launchers or Google Play at a future date.
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